Custom horizontal surface signage engineered to last 6 to 8 times longer than paint. Design and color combinations are virtually endless.

Engineered to lie slightly below the asphalt surface, the material is protected from wear, keeping its attractive contemporary look for years.

Designers have the flexibility to create their ideal streetscape design with interconnected sheets of custom color and pattern combinations.
A unique aggregate reinforced formula with remarkable wear resistance allows a pattern to be stamped into the material, just into the top layer of the asphalt.

TrafficScapes® Surface Systems Each product offers its own unique application and performance approach to streetscape projects where shared roadway safety and aesthetic appeal need to work in conjunction.

TRAFFICPATTERNSXD®
IMPRESSED
A unique aggregate reinforced formula with remarkable wear resistance allows a pattern to be stamped into the material, just into the top layer of the asphalt.

TRAFFICPATTERNSGF®
GROUT-FREE
Cost-effective alternative to brick and stone pavers, but without the grout lines, used primarily on public roads and private properties.

TRAFFICPATTERNSLT®
OVERLAY
Designed to flow into the grooves of previously stamped patterns, it's more durable and skid-resistant than typical epoxy coatings or paint.